Interrupted fatigue testing with periodic tomography to monitor porosity defects in wire + arc additive manufactured Ti-6Al-4V
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ABSTRACT

Porosity defects remain a challenge to the structural integrity of additive manufactured materials, particularly for parts under fatigue loading applications. Although the wire + arc additive manufactured Ti-6Al-4 V builds are typically fully dense, occurrences of isolated pores may not be completely avoided due to feedstock contamination. This study used contaminated wires to build the gauge section of fatigue specimens to purposely introduce spherical gas pores in the size range of 120–250 micrometres. Changes in the defect morphology were monitored via interrupted fatigue testing with periodic X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanning. Prior to specimen failure, the near surface pores grew by approximately a factor of 2 and tortuous fatigue cracks were initiated and propagated towards the nearest free surface. Elastic-plastic finite element analysis showed cyclic plastic deformation at the pore root as a result of stress concentration; consequently for an applied tension-tension cyclic stress (stress ratio 0.1), the local stress at the pore root became a tension-compression nature (local stress ratio −1.0). Fatigue life was predicted using the notch fatigue approach and validated with experimental test results.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) technology supports the existing capabilities of the manufacturing industry with advantages of material savings and unparalleled design freedom. However, AM processed parts are also subjected to a complex thermal history, which can vary the microstructure from part to part and even from location to location within the same part [1]. Furthermore, process-induced defects are a major concern due to their effect on the fatigue performance in the powder bed fusion processes (such as the selective laser melting [2,3], electron beam melting [4,5]) as well as the directed energy deposition processes (such as the powder based direct laser deposition [6], wire + arc AM [7,8], and laser metal-wire deposition [9,10]). A recent study [11], using in-situ X-ray synchrotron imaging monitored the melt pool solidification and porosity evolution during electron beam melting of Ti-6Al-4V and concluded that centrifugal Marangoni convention force drives the entrapped gas pores in the melt pool. This is evidence of the high probability of gas pore entrapment in the melt pool, and therefore it is important to understand the impact of gas pores on the fatigue behaviour.

The presence of porosity defects causes stress concentration that depends on the pore characteristics, i.e. the size, shape and location. Ti-6Al-4V exhibits low work hardening as the difference between the material's yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength is relatively small [7,12], which indicates that the material is sensitive to stress raisers such as pores. Further, depending on the size of the pore in comparison to the surrounding microstructure, it can either act as a microscopic or a macroscopic stress raiser [13]. According to a study on wrought Ti-6Al-4V [14], when the ratio of defect size to the α colony size is within a factor of 8, it can be treated as microscopic defect. Conversely, any defect greater than this size can be treated as macroscopic defects. The sensitivity of Ti-6Al-4V to microscopic defects is low, as the microscopic barriers help in arresting the crack [15]. However, macroscopic defects can be adverse for fatigue applications due to the stress concentration and plastic deformation at the pore root.

X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) is one of the advanced non-destructive techniques being utilised for analysing defect characteristics. In an early study on a cast aluminium alloy [16], in-situ fatigue
testing was conducted with periodic X-ray CT scanning on cylindrical fatigue specimens. It was observed that the fatigue crack advanced at a higher rate in the vicinity of defects. Tammas-Williams et al. [17] investigated the crack initiation and crack growth from near spherical pores in electron beam melted Ti-6Al-4V. It was found that substantially smaller surface defects caused fatigue crack initiation even in the presence of larger pores located at internal sites which had a higher value of stress intensity factor (calculated according to Murakami's approach [18]). This can be due to the lower activation energy required for dislocation movement among the surface grains, which made fatigue crack initiation easier on the surface [19]. However, the detection of crack initiation using X-ray CT technique remains a challenge as the cracks may not be detected until the crack opening displacement reaches the minimum detection resolution (around 20–30 mm) [17].

Predictive models based on a defect tolerant design approach, such as Murakami’s [18] and El-Haddad’s [20] models, are widely used [3,21–23] to determine the effect of defects on the fatigue limit of AM materials, where the defect is assumed as a crack. However, gas pore morphology differs significantly from that of a crack, which can cause conservative predictions as reported in [17,22]. Probabilistic approaches are frequently applied for aluminium alloys [24–27] due to the higher porosity volume. In contrast, titanium alloys, particularly wire + arc additive manufactured Ti-6Al-4V, exhibit few isolated pores [7], which suggests that probabilistic models may not be ideal. Models based on the stress concentration effect, also referred to as notch fatigue approach, have been applied for macro-scale stress raisers, e.g. notches and corrosion pits [28–31]. The approach was also applied in a previous study for fatigue life prediction in the presence of isolated gas pores in SLM Ti-6Al-4V [32]. Further, the use of advanced constitutive models with mixed isotropic and kinematic hardening have been reported to improve the prediction accuracy of the notch fatigue method [28,32].

The present study aims at investigating the changes in the morphology of pores under fatigue loading in wire + arc additive manufactured titanium alloy (WAAM Ti-6Al-4V). Interrupted fatigue testing was performed at an applied stress amplitude of 315 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1, with a periodic X-ray CT scanning of the pores in the specimen gauge section to observe the crack initiation from the critical pores with increasing fatigue cycles. Finite element (FE) analysis was conducted to determine the stress concentration factor value using the X-ray CT image generated model and later compared to FE models with idealised pore geometries. Elastic-plastic cyclic load FE analysis was performed with a mixed isotropic-kinematic model to calculate the nonlinear cyclic response of WAAM Ti-6Al-4V. Local stress values determined by the FE model were used in the notch fatigue method to predict the fatigue life of the specimen. The prediction method was validated by the experimental results.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Manufacturing

Wire + arc additive manufactured wall was deposited at Cranfield University on a HiVE machine (High-Value Engineering) using Ti-6Al-4V wire feedstock (AWS 5.16 grade 5, 1.2 mm diameter). Two types of walls were deposited using optimised processing parameters given in Table 1. The two walls were referred to as: (a) reference wall, shown in Fig. 1(a), deposited using the standard clean wire, and (b) porosity wall, shown in Fig. 1(b), using a contaminated wire to deposit the mid-section of the wall such that the extracted fatigue specimens were expected to contain pores in the gauge section. The wire was contaminated using water displacement 40\(^\circ\) formula (WD-40\(^\circ\)) as described in detail in a previous work [33].

![Fig. 1. Specimen extraction strategy: (a) reference specimens, (b) porosity specimens.](image)

### Table 1
Parameters used for material deposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current (A)</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torch stand-off (mm)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel speed (m/min)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma gas (l/min)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma shield (l/min)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailing shield (l/min)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Cyclic load test for stress-strain relationship

Displacement controlled cyclic load test specimens were extracted from the reference wall in vertical orientation with respect to the build direction and machined according to ASTM E606 as shown in Fig. 2(a). Tests were performed at the room temperature with a 100 kN Instron servo-hydraulic test machine. Three specimens were tested; each subjected to a fully-reversed cyclic loading at a fixed constant strain amplitude of 1%, 1.5%, or 2%, at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The stress and strain values were recorded at a frequency of 40 Hz until the cyclic hysteresis loops reached to a stabilised state.

2.3. Interrupted fatigue test with X-ray CT scanning

Load controlled fatigue test specimens were extracted from the porosity wall in vertical orientation with respect to the build direction and machined according to ASTM E466 standard as shown in Fig. 2(b). Three specimens were tested and referred to as Fatigue-Tomography (FT) specimens FT-1, FT-2 and FT-3. Specimen FT-1 was subjected to an interrupted fatigue test with six X-ray CT measurements. The first X-ray CT measurement was taken at the beginning of fatigue testing and the remaining five measurements were carried out at suitable intervals during the fatigue test. For specimens FT-2 and FT-3, X-ray CT scanning was performed at the start of the test, followed by fatigue test until failure.

The interrupted fatigue test set-up consisted of two units: a 50 kN load controlled fatigue test unit (Shimadzu) and an X-ray CT scanning unit (X TH 160 system, Nikon Metrology). The entire gauge section (5 mm diameter and 10 mm length) of the specimen was scanned by the X-ray CT to map the initial porosity distribution. Specimen FT-1 was then fatigue tested at an applied stress amplitude of 315 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and at a frequency of 20 Hz till 2 × 10\(^4\) cycles which is approximately 65% of the expected fatigue life of the specimen based on the previous test results [33]. At this point, the fatigue test was interrupted to perform X-ray CT scanning, following which the fatigue test was resumed. Subsequent fatigue tests were interrupted at every few thousand cycles to perform X-ray CT scans. All the X-ray CT scans were conducted at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV, 58 μA current and voxel size of 20 μm (effective pixel size of 10 μm). Exposure time was set to 500 ms while capturing 1583 projections (rotation step size 0.22°), which resulted in each interrupted scan time of approximately 50 min. The scanned files were analysed using Volume graphics’ software (VG Studio Max 2.2).
3. Material properties and characteristics

3.1. Cyclic stress-strain curve

The cyclic stress-strain constitutive relationship of WAAM Ti-6Al-4V was obtained from the displacement controlled cyclic load test described in Section 2.2. Changes in the cyclic deformation magnitude was more pronounced for the initial 20 cycles as shown in Fig. 3(a), owing to the rearrangement of the dislocation substructure [34]. Subsequently, the material stabilises and the stress vs. strain response at this stage can be used to represent the steady state cyclic deformation behaviour of the material or stabilised hysteresis loop at a given load. The material showed cyclic hardening behaviour for the first 3 to 4 cycles, followed by cyclic softening response for the remaining test cycles. This behaviour can be attributed to the lamellar morphology of the α grains present in the colony and Widmanstätten arrangement, which have been reported to cause initial hardening effect and followed by an overall cyclic softening effect [35]. It was also observed that the extent of softening in WAAM Ti-6Al-4V was less than the softening reported for the selective laser melted [36,37] and wrought Ti-6Al-4V [28,38]. The reason for this is that cyclic softening is primarily associated with the plastic deformation of the soft α phase. The lamellar morphology of α grains and the surrounding hard β matrix in WAAM Ti-6Al-4V assist in pinning down the movement of dislocations [35], thereby resulting in only 5 to 6% reduction in the peak stress (softening) with increase in number of cycles.

The stabilised cyclic stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 3(b). The material showed cyclic softening in comparison to the monotonic stress-strain curve published in [33]. The cyclic stress vs. plastic strain plot was used to determine the material constants in the Ramberg–Osgood relationship in Eq. (1). The coefficient and slope of the best-fit curve gives the cyclic strength coefficient and cyclic strain hardening exponent respectively. It should be mentioned that the engineering stress and strain values were used instead of the true stress and strain values because cyclic hysteresis loops were measured at low strain levels (up to 2%) where the difference between true and engineering stress and strain values are negligible [39].

\[
\frac{\Delta \varepsilon}{2} = \frac{\Delta \sigma}{2E} + \left( \frac{\Delta \sigma}{2K'} \right)^{n'}
\]

where \(\Delta \varepsilon\) is the applied strain range, \(\Delta \sigma\) the stress range, \(K'\) the cyclic strength coefficient and \(n'\) the cyclic strain hardening exponent. The values are provided in Table 2.

![Fig. 3. (a) Cyclic softening behaviour, (b) stabilised cyclic stress-strain curve of WAAM Ti-6Al-4 V. Note: strain at failure for monotonic stress-strain curve is 0.12 ± 0.02, which is outside the scale of (b).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulus of elasticity, E (GPa)</th>
<th>Cyclic strength coefficient (K') (MPa)</th>
<th>Strain hardening exponent (n')</th>
<th>Fatigue strength coefficient (\sigma_f') (MPa)</th>
<th>Fatigue strength exponent (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>1582</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>−0.068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The material showed cyclic hardening behaviour for the first 3 to 4 cycles, followed by cyclic softening response for the remaining test cycles. Intrinsic material property constants for the Basquin equation, Eq. (2), were estimated from the authors’ previous result obtained by testing defect-free specimens [33], as shown in Fig. 4. S-N data (tested at stress ratio 0.1) was converted to another set of data corresponding to stress ratio of −1 using Walker’s relation as shown in Eq. (3) [40], and then the applied stress amplitude vs. fatigue life was plotted in a logarithmic scale to determine the fatigue strength coefficient and fatigue strength exponent values, as shown in Table 2.

\[
\alpha_s = \sigma' (N)^b
\]

where \(\alpha_s\) is the applied stress amplitude, \(\sigma'\) the fatigue strength coefficient, \(N\) the cycles to failure, and \(b\) the fatigue strength exponent.

\[
\sigma_s = \sigma_{\text{max}} \left(1 - \frac{R}{2}\right)^{0.28}
\]

where \(\sigma_{\text{max}}\) is the equivalent stress amplitude at a stress ratio of −1, under the applied maximum stress, \(\sigma_{\text{max}}\) and applied stress ratio, \(R\).
3.3. Porosity characterisation

Porosity size and distribution play an important role in fatigue life, particularly when pores are close to the surface and/or pore sizes are larger than the surrounding microstructural dimensions [42]. Therefore, the initial spatial distribution of the pores was obtained from X-ray CT scanning. The material density in all the specimens was 99.96 ± 0.005%. The pores observed in Fig. 5 had a spherical geometry and a pore size distribution of 206 ± 80 μm. In terms of location, pores were observed on surface, sub-surface and internal locations. Defect distribution in the porosity specimens did not show any noticeable change with respect to the distance from the substrate plate during WAAM material building (refer Fig. 1b), i.e. location did not seem to have affected the probability of porosity defect formation. However, this observation is not representative of the realistic (accidental) porosity distribution, as the porosity specimens used in this study were built on purpose using selective contamination at the specimen gauge section.

It is worth mentioning that in some cases X-ray CT scans included indistinct features of dimensions close to the resolution limit, which is manifested as scattered dots, visible in Fig. 5(c). Due to the uncertainty of such measurements, those data points were treated as artifacts in this study and therefore were excluded when performing porosity density calculations.

4. Life prediction method

4.1. Linear elastic stress analysis

Fig. 6(a) shows the X-ray CT image of the spatial distribution of pores in the gauge section of Specimen FT-1. X-ray CT scan is particularly useful for modelling the actual pore morphology and distribution of pores using image based FE analysis. However, due to computational limitations, instead of modelling the entire gauge length, only a selected volume of the gauge section was modelled, Fig. 6(a). The data was then processed (sectioned and meshed) using the Simpleware® software as shown in Fig. 6(b). Quadratic tetrahedron element of 10 nodes was selected, with typical number of elements being 20 around a pore and gradually reducing in number for sites away from the pore, thereby resulting in approximately $2 \times 10^5$ finite elements in the model.

Considering the computational cost involved with X-ray CT image based FEA, a comparative study was performed using an assumed isolated pore geometry as shown in Fig. 6(c), such that the location and size correspond a critical pore from the X-ray CT image. The stress concentration factor value obtained from the two models, i.e, (i) FE model with pore geometry from the X-ray CT image (Fig. 6b), and (ii) FE model with idealised pore geometry (Fig. 6d), were compared to determine the difference between the two models.
The stress-strain constitutive relation under cyclic load was modelled with a commercial software ABAQUS using a mixed isotropic-kinematic hardening model with the von Mises yield criterion as shown in Eq. (4). Details of the kinematic and isotropic hardening models are discussed in a previous study [32]. In general, under cyclic loading, the localised plastic zone at a pore root is subjected to displacement controlled loading condition owing to the constraint effect of the surrounding material which is subjected to elastic loading conditions. Therefore, the model was calibrated (Fig. 7) using the stabilised hysteresis loops for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V obtained from a fully reversed displacement controlled cyclic load test as described in Section 3.1.

\[ F = f(\sigma - \alpha) - \sigma^0 \]  
\[ \alpha_k = \frac{C_k}{\lambda_k} (1 - e^{-\gamma_k \varepsilon_k}) + \alpha_k e^{-\gamma_k \varepsilon_k^p} \]  
\[ \sigma^0 = \sigma_0 + Q_{\infty} (1 - e^{-\beta_0 \varepsilon_k^p}) \]

where \( f \) represents the von Mises stress function, \( \alpha \) is the back-stress and \( \sigma^0 \) the yield stress. Five back-stresses were used in the kinematic model as shown in Eq. (5), which was expressed in terms of the modulus in the plastic region \( (C_k) \), and the rate of decrease \( (\gamma_k) \) in modulus with increased plastic strain \( (\varepsilon_k^p) \). The reduction in the yield stress in the isotropic model (Eq. (6)), was expressed in terms of the maximum change in the value of yield stress \( (Q_{\infty}) \) and the rate of decrease of yield stress \( (\beta_0) \) with an increase in equivalent plastic strain \( (\varepsilon_k^p) \). The calibrated model parameters are given in Table 3.

Elastic analysis showed that the FE model built from the X-ray CT scan input requires \( 2 \times 10^5 \) elements for a converged mesh. Running such a model for cyclic analysis would require excessive memory allocation and would generate a very large output file (about 50GB) which would be difficult to analyse. Therefore, based on the stress concentration factor value obtained from elastic FE analysis under static load, the critical pore in the gauge section was identified and modelled using the nearest ideal pore geometry assumption such that the stress concentration factor value was within ±1% of the value of stress concentration factor obtained from the X-ray CT scanned pore geometry model.
4.3. Fatigue life prediction

Pores lead to a stress concentration effect at the in a way similar to notches. The pore root is therefore subjected to a higher stress amplitude such that the maximum stress can be above the yield stress of Ti-6Al-4V. Subsequently, local plastic deformation takes place and the cyclic softening effect leads to a reduction in local maximum stress at the pore root. Since the fatigue life is inversely proportional to the stress amplitude and mean stress, it can be inferred that considering the effect of stress concentration without the mean stress relaxation will lead to a highly conservative prediction. Therefore, mean stress relaxation was determined from FE analysis with the cyclic plasticity model. It was assumed that the fatigue life of the specimen is controlled by the local stress amplitude and local mean stress (in terms of the stress ratio) at the pore root, which was calculated from FE analysis. The local stress amplitude and stress ratio were then converted to equivalent stress amplitude at a stress ratio of $-1$ (mean stress is zero) using Eq. (3). The equivalent stress amplitude was used for fatigue life prediction using the Basquin equation (Eq. (2)).

5. Results and discussion

5.1. X-ray tomography measurements

Porosity growth under cyclic loads was confirmed from the interrupted fatigue-tomography test results as shown in Fig. 8(a). Porosity growth was observed at every scan interval, with the maximum growth seen between $2 \times 10^4$ cycles and $2.8 \times 10^4$ cycles which is 65–85% of the total fatigue life of the specimen. This can be due to the high stress concentration at the pore root ($K_t \geq 2$) which leads to a localised plastic deformation. Slip lines, which are a manifestation of cyclic plastic deformation, were observed in one of the specimens. The crack initiation site (Fig. 8b) showed persistent slip bands on the pore surface near the regions close to the highest stress concentration point as shown in Fig. 8(c). In addition to being a stress raiser, pores also provide a free surface for the dislocations to pile up [13], which causes the material to move away from the pore surface and therefore can lead to an increase in the pore diameter and morphology evolution. Fig. 9 shows the changes in the pore morphology with fatigue loading cycles.

![Calibration of the mixed isotropic-kinematic hardening model with stabilised hysteresis loops from experimental test](image)

![Stabilised hysteresis loops](image)

Table 3

Mixed kinematic ($C_k, \text{ GPa}$; $\gamma_k$) and isotropic ($Q, \text{ MPa}$; $b$) model parameters fitted to stabilised hysteresis loops for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V obtained from cyclic load test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$\eta_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
<th>$\eta_2$</th>
<th>$C_3$</th>
<th>$\eta_3$</th>
<th>$C_4$</th>
<th>$\eta_4$</th>
<th>$C_5$</th>
<th>$\eta_5$</th>
<th>$Q_\infty$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further, it was observed that fatigue crack was initiated from more than one pores at 70–80% of the fatigue life of the specimen. Since the tomography scans were taken at unloaded condition, it was difficult to image the entire crack. Fig. 10 shows that tortuous cracks originated preferentially at sub-surface pores in comparison to internal pores and grow towards the free surface of the specimen. The cracks originated at the mid-riff section of the pores. This can be explained by the higher value (about 25%) of stress concentration factor for sub-surface pores.

Fig. 8. (a) Increase in porosity diameter with fatigue cycles, (b) crack initiation at a pore (applied stress amplitude 315 MPa, stress ratio 0.1, fatigue life 2.46 × 10^4 cycles), (c) enlarged image of pore’s internal surface showing slip lines indicating dislocation pile-up leading to fatigue damage initiation.

Fig. 9. Three dimensional view of X-ray CT scans of Specimen FT-1, showing the changes in pore morphology with accumulated fatigue cycles (N): (a) N = 0, (b) N = 2.5 × 10^5, (c) N = 3.2 × 10^5 (specimen failed at 32,380 cycles).
5.2. Fatigue fracture surface

All the specimens showed crack initiation at isolated spherical pores located on the free surface of the specimen as shown in Fig. 11(a–c). It was found that the critical sub-surface pores identified in the initial X-ray CT scan had been transformed into surface pores. This is due to the collapse of the tiny ligament of material between the pore and the free surface [43].

The fatigue fracture surface was characterised by three distinct regions, (i) crack initiation and short crack growth region (within 0.5 mm to 1 mm radius around the gas pore) visualised as transgranular facets as shown in Fig. 11(d), (ii) rapid crack growth region manifested by ductile striations as shown in Fig. 11(e), and the final fracture region which was characterised by a dimple fracture behaviour as shown in Fig. 11(f). The crack initiating pore from the SEM image of the fracture surface was traced back to the initial X-ray tomography scan taken during the porosity characterisation studies presented in Fig. 5 (before application of fatigue loading). The crack initiating pore diameter measured from the fracture surface image was found to be approximately twice the pore diameter measured from the initial X-ray CT scan data.
5.3. Computational results

5.3.1. Stress concentration factor

Pore location refers to the distance of the pore from the free surface. Stress concentration factor ($K_t$) was calculated from the X-ray CT scanned pore geometry as shown in Fig. 12(a). For the various pores in the scanned volume, the variation in $K_t$ with distance from the free surface is shown in Fig. 12(b). It can be seen that the results of the FE model built from the X-ray CT input conforms to the results of the FE model built from the ideal pore geometry assumptions. Location dominates the $K_t$ for pores located within unit normalised distance (ratio of the distance of the pore from the free surface to the pore diameter). Fig. 12(a) also shows that for internal sites, the size and location of pores did not influence the value of $K_t$. This indicates that the load carrying cross-sectional area remains practically the same with a change in porosity size and location for internal pores.

Fig. 12. (a) FE model using X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanned geometry, (b) variation in stress concentration factor ($K_t$) at pore root point ‘A’ with distance “$x_1$” from free surface, calculated using both idealised spherical pore geometry and X-ray CT scanned pore geometry.

Fig. 13. Calculated stress and strain distributions at pore root by ¼ model (applied stress amplitude 315 MPa, stress ratio 0.1): (a) maximum stress at pore root, (b) maximum strain at pore mouth, (c) mean stress reduction at the pore mouth.
surface analysis (results in Table 4).

posed to when X-ray CT information is used in addition to fracture
seen that the error in the fatigue life prediction was higher when the
from the SEM images of fatigue specimen’s fracture surface. It can be
model corresponded with the test fatigue life as shown in Table 4. Fatigue life predicted by
mean stress reduction at the pore root. The stress amplitude at the pore
meters were determined for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V and used to calculate the
results based on idealised pore geometries. Cyclic plasticity model para-

5.3.2. Cyclic strain accumulation at pore
The local stress and strain amplitude at the pore root was calculated
from the cyclic plasticity model. Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows the local
stress and strain distributions in the loading direction respectively. It
be seen that the maximum stress is at the root of the pore, while the
maximum strain is at the free surface or the mouth of the pore. Fig. 13(c)
shows the stress vs. strain calculated at the pore root. It can
be seen that after a few initial ratcheting cycles, the stress vs. strain
response stabilises.

5.3.3. Life prediction and validation
Local stress amplitude was calculated from the cyclic plasticity
model and used in the Basquin equation (Eq. (2)) for fatigue life pre-
diction using the procedures described in 4.3. Fatigue life predicted by
the model corresponded with the test fatigue life as shown in Table 4.

For further validation, the assumed pore geometry was used for
fatigue life prediction of specimens with crack initiating pores reported
in a previous study [33] as shown in Fig. 14. These models were built
from the SEM images of fatigue specimen’s fracture surface. It can be
seen that the error in the fatigue life prediction was higher when the
prediction is based solely on information from fracture surface as op-
posed to when X-ray CT information is used in addition to fracture
surface analysis (results in Table 4).

6. Conclusions
This study was aimed at investigating the change in the porosity
morphology in wire + arc additive manufactured titanium alloy
(WAAM Ti-6Al-4V) under fatigue loading. X-ray computed tomography
(X-ray CT) measurements were taken at intervals during the fatigue
testing. An image-based finite element (FE) model was established
based on the X-ray CT information and compared to the modelling res-
ults based on idealised pore geometries. Cyclic plasticity model para-
eters were determined for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V and used to calculate the
mean stress reduction at the pore root. The stress amplitude at the pore
vicinity was used in the Basquin equation for fatigue life prediction. Key
findings are summarised as the following:

(1) Finite element calculated stress concentration factor using idealised
porosity is in good agreement with that obtained from image-
based FE model using the X-ray CT input. This verifies using ideal-
ised pore geometries for FE modelling applications.
(2) Ten largest pores were monitored that approximately doubled their
original size with increasing load cycles. Rapid increase in pore size
was observed at about 65–85% of the total life of the specimen.
Presence of fine slip lines on the pore internal surface indicates that
the pores acted as free surfaces for accumulation of dislocations,
hence grew during fatigue loading.
(3) Predicted fatigue life was within a factor of ± 2 when the model
was based on inputs from the fracture surface analysis alone.
Prediction accuracy was improved significantly (error about 10%) when
FE model was informed by X-ray CT and fracture surface analysis.
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Note: Pore diameter measured on the fracture surface was used in the cyclic plastic FE model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pore diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Pore root depth, x_p, from surface (μm)</th>
<th>Normalised distance (x_p/d)</th>
<th>Fatigue life (test) (cycles)</th>
<th>Fatigue life (prediction) (cycles)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.23 x 10⁴</td>
<td>2.9 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.37 x 10⁴</td>
<td>2.2 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.46 x 10⁴</td>
<td>2.2 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 14. Validation of fatigue life prediction method with tests conducted in this study, i.e. fatigue-tomography (FT) specimens FT-1 to FT-3, and a previous study using fatigue (F) test specimens F-1 to F-15 [33].
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